
December Comments  



151.  A huge thank you to all de nurses in st lukes for helping 

my dad kick cancers ass. each n evry1 of dem are amazing n 

my dad has a great relationship wit many of dem on his 

visits… dey all love him in der n he has all dem nurses to thank 

of course he has his favourites ha x 

 

152. I never had any real experience with nurses until my dad 

got cancer and I can honestly say that the nurses in St. lukes in 

dublin made his final days so much easier for him and my 

family as we knew he was being so well looked after ,they 

were so caring and friendly it was hard to believe they have a 

tough job and they always had a smile on there face which 

really helped in bad times,mind you that could of been 

because my dad was one charming dude and they all loved 

him but either way they all deserve to be saints as they were 

amazing…… Real life super heroes. 



153. Thanks for Nurses 

 

154.Thank god for nurses and thanks for your services x  

 

155 Thanks for a Nurse……….x  

 

156. Thanks for a Nurse :) xxxx  

 

157 Thanks to all the nurses out there such hard workers xxx  

  

 

 



158 Thank You <3  

 

159 Thank You  

 

160 Thanks for a nurse. They all work so hard x  

 

161  Thanks for a Nurse  

 

162 Thanks to all the nurses out there such hard workers, greatly appreciated x  



163 Thanks to al the nurses who looked after my baby boy when he was  

   in ICU #heroes  

 

164 Thank you nurses :)  

 

165 Thanks for a nurse  

 

166 Thanks to all the nurses who work so hard and are always really helpful  

 

167 Thanks for a nurse  

 

168 Thank you nurses and not just for the uniforms. Yissar great x  

 



169 Thanks to all the nurses everywhere yiz are deadly  

 

170 Thanks for all the wonderful nurses all over the world.  

 

171 Thanks to all the nurses who looked after me in tallaght hospital 

last week!!!  

 

172 Thanks you nurses some of the hardest working people with one 

of the hardest jobs  

 

177 Thanks for all the nurses… There some of the finer ppl in life  

 

178 Thanks nurses! !! Mucho respect!  

 



173 Thank for nurses.god bless them  

 

174  Thanks for a Nurse  

 

175In surgery tomorrow for extraction of three wisdom teeth! Thank you in advance 

to the nurses who will look after me when back of theatre! Keep up the hard 

work, we’ll get there in the end! Xx  

 

176 Thanks for all the nurses Yayyyyy  



 

177 Thanks for all the nurses… There some of the finer ppl in life  

 

178 Thanks nurses! !! Mucho respect!  

 

179Bless all nurses and all working to help save lives.  

 

179 Have had a number of experiences of nursing staf f over the years – their 

gentleness & understanding is critical when you or a family member is sick & 

vulnerable – many times they have more common sense than the doctors!!

Big Thank You  



179. Have had a number of experiences of 
nursing staff over the years – their 
gentleness & understanding is critical 
when you or a family member is sick & 
vulnerable – many times they have more 
common sense than the doctors!!    

Big Thank You  


